We study a frustrated two-dimensional lattice spin model with Kitaev type interaction. The lattice is obtained from the honeycomb lattice by replacing half of its sites with triangles. Using the SO(3) Majorana representation of spin, the model is exactly mapped into a Z2 lattice gauge theory of complex fermions with standard Gauss law constraint. We show that the ground state of the model is a chiral spin liquid, and it has gapless excitations. The Chern number of the ground state is ±1, implying the existance of chiral edge mode. The votex excitation of the model is bound with a Majorana zero mode, such mode behaves as non-Abelian anyons.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topological states of quantum many-body system has attracted much interest in recent decades [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . These states are usually characterized by an integer number (belonging to the group Z or Z 2 ), states with different numbers cannot be smoothly deformed into each other. Topological states can support protected boundary modes 1, 7, 8, 14 and anyonic excitations [16] [17] [18] . For free fermion systems and the general superconductor Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) type of Hamiltonians, a complete classification of topological quantum states has been achieved [2] [3] [4] [5] . But there is some difficulties in the classification of topological states with strong correlation 3 . Despite this, topological states exist in stongly correlated electronic systems. One distinct example is the chiral spin liquid states [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In spin systems, chiral spin liquids are exotic ground states which break time reversal and parity symmetry. Such states were first proposed by Kalmeyer and Laughlin 19, 20 who noticed the similarity between certain frustrated spin Hamiltonians in hard-core boson representation and bosonic systems in certain magnetic field. They suggested that the ground states of these frustrated spin models can be described by the Laughlin wave function of bosonic quantum Hall states 24 . Later, Wen, Wilczek and Zee proposed an order parameter for time-reversal and parity breaking spin states (chiral spin states) and constructed a Hamiltonian whose ground state is a chiral spin state 22 . Ever since Kalmeyer and Laughlin, there has been a great effort in the study of chiral spin liquid states and trying to find Hamiltonians that support these states 25, 26 . Based on the structure of the Laughlin wave function, parent Hamiltonians whose ground states are chiral spin liquids have been proposed [27] [28] [29] [30] . These Hamiltonians generally include complex spin interactions. Chiral spin liquid states have also been proposed in the kagome lattice systems [31] [32] [33] .
Strongly correlated electronic systems are generally hard to study. For spin systems, exact results for models in two-dimensions or higher are rare. One distinct example of a two-dimensional exactly solvable spin model is the Kitaev honeycomb model 16 . In this model, the bonds of the honeycomb lattice are characterized into x, y and z type; on a certain type of bond, the spin interaction is of Ising type with the corresponding spin component. Using Majorana representation of spin, the model can be mapped into a lattice Z 2 gauge theory in which fermions couple with Z 2 variables on bonds 16, 34, 35 . For each gauge sector, the Hamiltonian is a free Majorana fermion hopping model which can be transformed into a BdG Hamiltonian of complex fermions. The ground state of the Kitaev model is a Z 2 spin liquid 16 . Quite remarkably, the exactly solvable Kitaev type of model can be introduced on other types of lattice, the only criteria is that there must be three bonds attached to each lattice site 36 . In particular, Yao and Kivelson proposed a Kitaev type spin model on the star lattice (also called the Fisher lattice) which comes from the honeycomb lattice by replacing every site with a triangle 37 . It is shown that the ground state of this model is a chiral spin liquid, which agrees with the anticipation of Kitaev 16 . By varying the relative strength of spin coupling on bonds, it is shown that there are two quantum phases in the model, called Abelian and non-Abelian phases [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . The Hamiltonian in this model is quite simple, which gives hopes of finding experimental realization.
The ground state of the Kitaev type of spin model on star lattice 37 is a topological quantum state, similar to certain phases of the Kitaev model itself 16 . Here the difficulties in identifying topological states with strong correlation is overcome by the exact mapping between the spin model and the Z 2 lattice gauge theories. The mapping has been achieved by Majorana representation involving four Majorana fermions 16 and one-dimensional Jordan-Wigner transformation 37, 43 . It is noteworthy that there is another spin representation that is suitable for the Kitaev type of models, the SO(3) Majorana representation 35, [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . Involving three Majorana fermions for each spin operator, the SO(3) Majorana representation can be applied to a class of spin models without SU(2) spin invariance, the results are generally Z 2 lattice gauge theories with fermionic matter fields and standard Gauss law constraint 46 . Due to its non-local nature, it was also argued that the SO(3) Majorana representation is equivalent to the Jordan-Wigner transformation 1 in both one and two dimensions 46 .
In order to further explore possible chiral spin liquid states that can appear in Kitaev type spin models as well as apply the SO(3) Majorana representation to spin states that break time-reversal symmetry, we propose and study the Kitaev type spin model on another type of lattice. The lattice is obtained from the honeycomb lattice by replacing half of its sites with triangles. We solve this model using the SO(3) Majorana representation of spin and exactly map the model into a lattice Z 2 gauge theory with standard Gauss law constraint. Starting from that, we show that its ground state is a chiral spin liquid, which agrees with Kitaev's anticipation that Kitaev type model defined on lattices which contain plaquettes with odd number of bonds can have ground states that spontaneously break time-reversal symmetry 16 . We further explore the ground state of the model and show that it has Chern number ±1 which means that it has chiral edge modes. The spectrum of the excitations is found to be gapless. We then explore the Z 2 vortex excitations of the model and show that there is a Majorana zero mode associated with each vortex, similar to the case of p x +ip y topological superconductor 6,51-54 and the Kitaev model itself 16, 55 . These Majorana zero modes behave as non-Abelian anyons 18 when braiding among each other; therefore, the model may serve as a platform for quantum computation. Our model behaves differently with similar model in Ref. 37 in that there is no quantum phase transition when varying the relative strength of spin coupling on different bonds.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the Kitaev type spin model and its lattice. Using the SO(3) Majorana representation, we exactly map the original spin model into a Z 2 lattice gauge theory with fermionic matter fields and standard Gauss law constraints. In Sec. III, we discuss the gauge structure of the Z 2 lattice gauge theory and analyze its properties under time reversal transformation. We find that the ground states of the model spontaneously break the time reversal symmetry, and the fermion spectrum under the assumption that the lattice translational symmetry is preserved is gapless. We conclude that the ground state of the model is a chiral spin liquid. In Sec. IV, we study the topological properties of the model. We first compute the Chern number of the spectrum and find that it is equal to ±1. We then move on to discuss the flux excitation (or vortex) of the model and argue that each flux excitation is associated with a Majorana zero mode. Conclusion and some further discussion is given in Sec. V.
II. THE MODEL AND ITS EXACT MAPPING TO Z2 LATTICE GAUGE THEORY
To introduce the model, we consider a lattice which is obtained from the honeycomb lattice by replacing half of the sites with triangles, as shown in Fig. 1 . Each unit cell of the lattice consists of a triangle and a three-leg star (see Fig. 2 (a) ), the lattice can thus be called "trianglestar" lattice or "wineglass" lattice. Every bond of the lattice is labelled by x, y, and z such that each type of bond appears once and only once around each site of the lattice (see Fig. 1 ). The spin interaction is of the Kitaev type such that only the corresponding component of the spins on the two ends of every bond is interacting. The Hamiltonian of the model is given by
in which α = x, y, z. Here and hereafter we use the symbols and ⊥ to denote the triangles and stars of the lattice respectively. The spin coupling constants of the triangle plaquettes and the stars are generally different and are denoted by J 1 and J 2 respectively. In general, the coupling constants of each type of bond can be different from each other and the model is still exactly solvable, as with the Kitaev model 16, 35 . Here for simplicity, we consider the case in which the coupling constants only depends on whether the bond is in triangle plaquettes or in stars.
To study this spin model we apply the SO(3) Majorana representation 35, [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . To this end, we introduce three Majorana fermions for each spin, these are denoted by η x , η y , and η z . The SO(3) Majorana spin representation is defined by
The three Majorana fermion on each site transform under the fundamental representation of SO(3), which cor-responds to the SU(2) spin rotation. Using the three Majorana fermions, one can define a SO(3) singlet operator for each site
With the singlet the spin operator can also be written as
Since the number of Majorana fermions on each site is odd, the Hilbert space of the Majorana fermions cannot be defined locally. In order to define the Majorana Hilbert space, one needs to pair up the sites 35, 46, 47 . Here we choose to pair up every z-bond of the lattice (in both the triangles and stars). For each paired z-bond, we enforce the following constraint to eliminate the extra dimensions of the Majorana Hilbert space 35, 46, 47 
for all the z-bond ij z .
Here one has to specify the direction of the z-bond ij z . We choose that for each z-bond of the triangle, the direction is right-to-left and for each z-bond of the star, the direction is down-to-up; for both cases, the direction arrow is pointing to site i of bond ij z (see Fig. 2 (a) ). This specific choice of the bond direction does not influence the results, but it facilitates the definition. With these definitions, we can rewrite the spin Hamiltonian (1) using the SO(3) Majorana representation. Here we use representation (2) to represent spin interaction terms on the x-bonds and y-bonds, and use representation (4) to represent spin interaction on the z-bonds, the spin Hamiltonian is thus transformed into
For the next step, we pair up the η z Majorana fermions for the paired z-bonds and define the complex fermion
for each paired z-bond. Here the choice of i and j is done according to the direction of the z-bonds specified above.
Conversely we have the Majorana fermion is written in terms of the complex fermions as
In these definitions we temporarily label the position of the complex fermions as the position of one of the Majorana fermions. 
The unit cell of (a) the original wineglass lattice, and (b) the effective lattice. In the unit cell of the original lattice (a), the sites are numbered 1 to 4, sites 5 and 6 belong to neighbouring unit cells. z-bonds 12 and 34 are paired with direction shown as blue arrows. In the unit cell of the effective lattice (b), there are two fermions and four Z 2 gauge fields τ 1 to τ 4 . In both unit cells, the time reversal odd Majorana fermions (in (a)) and Z 2 gauge fields (in (b)) are labelled by blue, while the time reversal even objects are labelled by green.
After the pairing of all the z-bonds, the lattice has effectively become a honeycomb lattice (see Fig. 3 ), with the triangles of the original lattice shrinked into its center. The position of the complex fermion associated with each triangle z-bond is thus taken to be the center of the triangle. The z-bond of each star also shrinks to zero. The net result is that the complex fermions associated with the stars and the triangles are located on the A and B sublattices of the underlying honeycomb lattice respectively (see Fig. 3 ). As shown by Fig. 3 , the x and y-bonds of the triangle both effectively become the vertical bonds of the honeycomb lattice. Under this definition, we label the complex fermions associated with the stars as c , with A and B denoting the sublattices andî denoting the position of the unit cell in the effective honeycomb lattice.
To facilitate the discussion, we take the original unit cell, which consists of one triangle and one star. As shown in Fig. 2 (a) , we label the sites of the unit cell with numbers 1 to 6 (the sites of the triangle are 1,2,3 and the sites of the star are 3,4,5,6). Bonds 12 and 34 are z-bonds, with direction 2 to 1 and 3 to 4. Bond 13 and 45 are x-bonds, Bond 23 and 46 are ybonds. With such labelling of sites in a unit cell and the definition of complex fermions (7), we are able to rewrite the Hamiltonian (6) as
in which the siteî labels the unit cell of the effective honeycomb lattice, and we have used the constraint (5). The constraints that for every z-bond, Eq. (5) is satisfied means that for every unit cell of the original lattice 35, 46 , For the next step we notice that the Majorana bilinear bond operators that appear in the Hamiltonian (9) for each unit cell commute with each other and with those in the neighbouring unit cells. Furthermore, all the bond operators commute with the Hamiltonian. These allow us to intepret these bond operators as independent Z 2 variables in the Hamiltonian. Specifically we define the following auxiliary spin variables for bond operators in every unit cell,
Note that in the definition above, on the right-hand-side of the equations we use the numbering of the unit cell of the original wineglass lattice; on the left-hand-side, the numbering of the Z 2 variables are given in the unit cell of the effective honeycomb lattice (see Fig. 2 (b) ). With these auxiliary bond Z 2 variables, the Hamiltonian (9) is transformed into
The Z 2 varibles connecting two complex fermion sites are placed on the bonds of the effective lattice, as shown by Fig. 3 ; they are thus also referred to as "bond operators". The bond operators are not free parameters, they do not commute with the constraints (10). We need to map the constraints (10) into a form with complex fermion operators and the Z 2 variables. In order to further understand the role of the Z 2 variable τ z , we try to find a way to define its conjugate varible τ
x using the Majorana fermions. Take the τ z on x-bonds for example, they are defined as a bilinear of η y Majorana fermions in (11) . The definition of its corresponding τ x operator can be done by a product of η y Majorana fermion on a chain of z-x-bonds. The chain can have finite length if a reference point is picked up along the chain. We will not discuss the procedure in detail for this model for notation simplicity, but we will discuss it for the Kitaev model 16, 35 in the Appendix A. The process illustrated there can be directly applied to this model. After the definition of τ x operators using a chain of Majorana fermions, we find that the constraints (10) can be written as
In Eq. 13, we use the position vector r to label the position of the complex fermion in the effective honeycomb lattice, the site r can be either A or B sublattice site. Vector r is used to label the position of the effective Z 2 varibles on bonds of the effective lattice. The product of τ x operators are taken over the four Z 2 varibles surrounding the corresponding fermion sites. In Fig. 3 , the four Z 2 variables involved for fermions on two sublattices are enclosed in the red dashed boxes.
The Hamiltonian (12) with constraints (13) defines a lattice Z 2 gauge theory 1, 56 . The constraints (13) take the form of standard Gauss law 1 . These results agree with the prediction of Ref. 46 that the application of the SO(3) Majorana representation usually leads to Z 2 lattice gauge theories. It is important to note that the mapping from the original spin Hamiltonian (1) to the Z 2 lattice gauge theory is exact. It is noteworthy that
The effective lattice of the model on which the Z 2 lattice gauge theory is defined. It has the shape of a honeycomb lattice. The fermions are located on the lattice sites (red dots), and the Z 2 gauge fields are labelled by the blue dots (time reversal odd) and green dots (time reversal even). The lattice vectors are given by e 1 and e 2 . For each fermion site, the Z 2 Gauss law involves four adjacent gauge field operators (Eq. 13), these operators are enclosed in the red dashed boxes for two sublattices. The gauge fields τ a to τ h define two types of elementary plaquette terms in the model.
under specific definitions of τ x operators, the right-handside of Eq. 13 can be −1 for some fermions. But this has no influence on the results provided that we change all the relevant definitions accordingly. Before trying to find the eigenstates of the Z 2 gauge theory, we have to discuss its gauge structure. Eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (12) itself can be written as |{τ z } ⊗ |Ψ E {τ z } , in which {τ z } denotes a distribution of the Z 2 gauge fields throughout the lattice and |Ψ E {τ z } denotes the fermion state associated with {τ z } determined by the Hamiltonian (12) with energy E. These states form a complete basis of the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (12), therefore we will refer to these states as "basis states". The Gauss law constraint means that the physical states are gauge invariant states. In other words, physical states are superpositions of all the basis states belonging to the same gauge sector. The Gauss law (13) defines the Z 2 gauge transfomation operator around fermion site r on its left-hand-side, namely D r = (−1) nr r ∈∂r τ x r . From these operators one can define a projector operatorP,
By gauge invariance, the projectorP commutes with the Hamiltonian (12) . Using the projector operator, physical eigenstates with energy E associated with basis state |{τ z } ⊗ |Ψ E {τ z } in the model can be written as
up to some normalization coefficient. These physical states correspond to the eigenstates of the original spin model. On the other hand, some general remarks can be made about the gauge structure based on the geometry of the effective lattice (see Fig. 3 ). Most importantly, the τ (or c r ) does not change under time reversal transformation. Therefore, the Majorana fermions have to be either even or odd under time reversal (in other words, purely real or purely imaginary). From now on, we useT to denote the antiunitary time reversal transformation operator. The original spin operator in (2) are odd underT , which implies that the three Majorana fermions on a given site are either all even or all odd underT . Based on our specific choice of pairing on each z-bond, we have that in a single unit cell (see Fig. 2 ), the Majorana fermions transform in the following way under time reversal, The Hamiltonian (12) is not invariant under interchange between e 1 and e 2 , thus the ground state of the model also breaks parity symmetry. For the same reason as the Kitaev model, the spin-spin correlation functions vanish beyond nearest neighbouring sites 34 . Therefore we conclude that the ground state of the model is a chiral spin liquid.
III.2. Complex fermion spectrum
In order to solve for the complex fermion spectrum, we only consider the states that are gauge equivalent to the states in which the distribution of the Z 2 gauge fields {τ z } has the lattice translational symmetry of the effective honeycomb lattice. These states form a subset of the complete basis states |{τ z } ⊗|Ψ E {τ z } . Furthermore, we make an assumption that the ground state of the model is in this subset. A discussion on the gauge structure of these states is in order. We note that under the assumption that the states have lattice translational symmetry, the configurations of the Z 2 gauge fields throughout the lattice depend only on the τ Under these considerations, we can work out lattice translational symmetric solutions to the Hamiltonian. We first perform Fourier transformation to the complex fermion fields,
in which α = A, B. Under Fourier transformation, the Hamiltonian (12) becomes
in which we define the Nambu spinor
, and the Hamiltonian matrix
with the definition of complex variables
Because we are only considering the states that have the lattice translational symmetry, the four τ z fields in a unit cell are the only independent parameters of the distribution of the gauge fields. These and the strength of the coupling J 1 and J 2 are the input parameters in the Hamiltonian matrix (20) .
The Hamiltonian matrixĤ(k) is Hermitian and it satisfies the following relation
This implies that if E k is an eigenvalue ofĤ(k), (−E −k ) is another eigenvalue ofĤ(k). Considering the definition of ψ k , this implies that the Hamiltonian has particle-hole symmetry. The Hamiltonian (19) belongs to the general class of BdG fermionic Hamiltonians. In order to study the diagonalization of the Hermitian matrixĤ(k) in (20), we havê
And the diagonal matrix takes the formD
). Because of the particle-hole symmetry (22), we have, using the fact that
With these definitions, the Hamiltonian (19) is then written as
We next define φ k = U (k)ψ k , using (24) we can show that one can consistently write
Because the two gauge sectors are related under time reversal symmetry and thus have identical spectrum, we can only consider one sector, here we choose the sector τ For the next step, we fix our coordinate system for the lattice. Here we choose the lattice vectors to be (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 )
The reciprocal lattice vectors are thus b 1 = 4π(− (26) , suppose E A (k) > 0 and E B (k) > 0 (the other cases are related to this case with a constant unitary transformation on φ k ). According to the BCS theory of superconductivity 57, 58 , the ground state can be written as,
with |0 being the ground state of the c k fermions. Furthermore the two empty bands give the excitation spectrum of the model. In Fig. 4 we plot the numerical results for the energy bands for τ From numerical calculation, it is found that there is always a k-point at which the energy of the lower positive band is zero (see Fig. 4 ). For the lattice vectors we chose (27) , the location of this point is that k c = (
). This point has k c · e 1 = π 3 and k c · e 2 = 2π 3 . At this kpoint, it is straightforward to show that the determinate detĤ(k c ) = 0 for any values of J 1 and J 2 . This means that the excitation spectrum of the system is gapless. But there is always a gap between the lower positive band and the upper negative band. 
III.3. Generalization of the model with plaquette terms
There are a number of conserved quantities in the spin model (1), similar to the W p operators in the Kitaev model 16, 35 . For the two basic plaquettes in the original wineglass lattice (see Fig. 1 ), it is straightforward to define for the triangular plaquettes a conserved quantity W 3 = σ (the numbering of the spins is not shown in the figures). After mapping to the Majorana fermions using the SO(3) Majorana representation, we can write these conserved plaquette quantities in terms of the Z 2 gauge fields. Specifically, we have
And
The labelling of the sites a to h is shown in Fig. 3 . Both W 3 and W 9 involve odd number of spin operators and therefore they are both odd under time reversal. This agrees with the expressions with Z 2 gauge fields, in which odd number of time-reversal odd gauge fields are involved in both cases. The terms W 3 and W 9 are Z 2 gauge invariant. Adding these terms to the Hamiltonian will break the time reversal symmetry explicitly, and therefore alters the energy spectrum of the states.
IV. TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL AND THE MAJORANA ZERO MODE

IV.1. Chern number of the bands and gapless edge modes
After the fixing of the Z 2 gauge fields, the Hamiltonian (19) becomes a fermionic BdG Hamiltonian. This BdG Hamiltonian breaks time reversal symmetry. To see that, one simply note the imaginary hopping coefficients in real space Hamiltonian (12) . According to the classification of topological phases of non-interacting fermions, this BdG Hamiltonian belongs to class D 2-5 . It is characterized by an integer number, the Chern number 1, 12, 13 . Physically the Chern number is defined as an integral of the Berry curvature over the BZ 1,59-61 , but here we use a more mathematical method to compute it [2] [3] [4] 16 . To find the Chern number that characterizes the topological properties of the spectrum, we define a matrix using the unitary matrix that diagonalizes the Hamiltonian matrix (23),
This matrix is called the "Q-matrix" [2] [3] [4] . It has the same eigenvectors as the Hamiltonian matrix itself (20) . Furthermore, because the energy spectrum has two positive bands and two negative bands, the Q-matrix is directly related to the projector that projects the states to the occupied bands 16 . The Q-matrix satisfies Q † (k) = Q(k), Q 2 (k) = 1, and trQ(k) = 0. This means that the matrix iQ(k) lives in both the Lie group U(4) and the Lie algebra u(4). For each unitary matrix U (k), there is a corresponding Q(k), but the Q-matrix is invariant under
So the Q-matrix Q(k) actually lives in the coset U (4)/(U (2) × U (2)) 2-4 . The topological Chern number can be computed from the Q-matrix, it is given by 2-4,16
For our model, the Chern number can be computed numerically after obtaining the Q-matrix for each k-point in the BZ. We have numerically evaluated the Chern number for each combination of τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 and τ 4 and a range of coupling constants (both positive and negative) J 1 and J 2 . We find that for all the cases the Chern number (33) ν = ±1 and furthermore, we obtain the following empirical formula for the Chern number
This formula is understandable according to the gauge structure of the model. The Chern number is equal for the gauge equivalent basis states, and it is odd under time reversal, therefore it only depends on the object τ
The odd Chern number implies that the model has gapless chiral edge modes 1, 14 . For a wide range of the strength of the coupling constants, the Chern number only changes when J 1 changes sign. Moreover, for the spectrum of the fermion, there is always a gap between the lower positive band and the upper negative band. Therefore, there is no quantum phase transition in this model for different values of J 1 and J 2 , in contrast with the case in the star lattice 37, 38 .
IV.2. Majorana zero mode associated with vortex excitations
One key result for the electronic system with non-zero Chern number is that there is a Majorana zero mode associated with each vortex excitation 51, [53] [54] [55] 62, 63 . For the Kitaev model itself, Kitaev gave two arguments for the existence of such Majorana mode with a flux excitation when the system is in the gapless phase under a magnetic field 16 . The second argument is pretty general and goes beyond the translational invariant assumption. It states that there is an "unpaired Majorana mode" associated with flux excitation when a generalized Chern number is ±1. Here we will follow his first argument and give a discussion about the existence of Majorana zero mode associated with flux excitation in our model. This argument starts with taking another identical copy of the model with Majorana Hamiltonian (6) and put it underneath the original model. One then pairs up the η z Majorana fermions on the same site of the two copies of the system. The result is then an ordinary electron hopping model. Following this procedure, We first rewrite the Majorana Hamiltonian (6) as,
in which we keep the definition of the Z 2 gauge fields but use the Majorana fermions as the matter field. The numbering of the Majorana fermion is in Fig. 2 (a) while the numbering of the Z 2 gauge fields are shown in Fig 2  (b) . All the Majorana fermion η are η z in the original model, we omit the index z for simplicity here. Now we introduce another layer of the same system, with the Z 2 gauge fields take the same values as those in the original model (35) ), (36) in which the functional H(τ, η α i
) is given by Eq. 35. Before we move on, we fix the gauge fields τ z to be +1 throughout the lattice, which corresponds to picking up a basis state. It does not influence the final results because all the gauge equivalent basis states have the same properties and thus the basis states behave like their corresponding physical states.
We then pair up the corresponding Majorana fermions of the two identical models, η ). Under such definition, we have
Using these we can write the total Hamiltonian of the two copies of the model (36) as 
(39) One can perform the same analysis to the Hamiltonian matrixH(k), compute the Chern number associated with its spectrum using (33) . After numerical calculation, we find that the Chern number ν = −1 for the spectrum of the complex fermion fî. This result can be easily understood considering the fermionic Hamiltonian (38) as a real electronic Hamiltonian in a magnetic field. Based on the hopping coefficients on each bonds of the lattice, one can figure out the flux through each plaquette of the lattice; in this case, the magnetic flux are π 2 or − π 2 through every plaquette of the lattice (both the triangular plaquettes and the nine-edge plaquettes). The electronic system is in flux phases which is equivalent to a real magnetic field, therefore it breaks time reversal symmetry and the Chern number is non-zero. Now we study the influence of a vortex excitation or flux excitation. Here we define a vortex excitation to be a plaquette around which the product of Z 2 gauge fields is −1. Note that in a finite system the flux excitations can only be introduced in pairs (one of the them can be on the boundary of the system) and the introduction of flux excitations breaks lattice translational symmetry. We suppose the system of the two identical layers of the original model has the shape of annulus, with a small hole in the center. In the ideal situation which we will adopt, the size of the hole is taken to be exactly one plaquette of the lattice. Having a flux excitation on the specific plaquette in both copies of the Majorana fermion model is equivalent to putting a magnetic flux π through the hole in the complex fermion hopping model. As we know from the Integer Hall Effect, the Hall conductivity is given by [12] [13] [14] 
in which ν is the Chern number. In our case, σ xy = − e 2 h . For the complex fermion system (38) , the Faraday effect of the induced magnetic flux will cause a net charge transferred to the edge of the hole or plaquette, as per Laughlin's argument 13, 64 . In our case, the charge transferred is e 2 . On the other hand, the π flux is gauge equivalent to a −π flux, which is associated with a state with charge − e 2 . These two charged states are gauge equivalent to each other and thus have the same energy. Each individual state with extra charge e 2 or − e 2 breaks the U(1) gauge symmetry of the complex fermion, the Goldstone mode between these two states is a fermion state with charge e and zero energy, in other words, a fermion zero mode. Remembering that the complex fermion model is obtained from two identical copies of the Majorana fermion model with no coupling. Therefore there is a Majorana zero mode associated with each π flux in the Majorana fermion model. The existence of isolated Majorana fermion is in no contradiction of physical laws because the π flux can only be created in pairs in finite size systems.
In the argument above, when the e 2 charge is transported to the flux excitation, there is − e 2 charge transported to the edge of the system. This implies a connection between the Majorana zero mode and the edge states of the system with odd Chern number. As a matter of fact, as pointed out by Lee et al 55 , the Majorana zero mode associated with a flux excitation can be understood as a Jackiw-Rebbi soliton [65] [66] [67] associated with the one-dimensional chiral edge states. Finally, we note that the Majorana zero modes behave as Ising anyons when braiding among each other 16, 18, 54 . We will not explore further about their properties as anyons.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we have discussed the exact solution of a Kitaev type spin model on the triangle-star (wineglass) lattice with spontaneously broken time reversal symmetry. We show that the ground state of the model is a chi-ral spin liquid. The ground state of the model has Chern number ν = ±1 indicating the existence of gapless chiral edge modes. However, as opposed to ordinary topological states of matter, the bulk states of the model itself is also gapless. Although the topological phases of matter is usually defined and found in gapped systems, the existence of a bulk gap is not necessary for the topological phases, one distinct example is the p x + ip y topological superconductor 6 . As a matter of fact, there are a group of models in which the gapless bulk and the gapless chiral edge modes coexist 68, 69 . One way to construct such models is to couple a gapped topological matter with a gapless system 68 . And it is shown that, for electronic systems of this kind, there is some experimental ways to distinguish the transport properties coming from the gapless bulk and the edge states 68, 69 . However, the fermonic degrees of freedom in our model are not electrons and they are not coupling to the electromagnetic fields as the ordinary electrons. To observe transport properties in our model, we have to rely on other techniques to generate the motion of the fermions. As proposed by Kitaev 16 , one experimental technique that can be applied in our models is the thermal Hall effects 70, 71 , in which the fermion motion is generated by thermal gradiant.
Due to the similarity between our model and the same type of model on the star lattice [37] [38] [39] , it is expected that these two models show similar behavior. However, as opposed to the model on star lattice, there is no quantum phase transition when the relative strength of the spin coupling constants is varied. In the star lattice model, the topological phase with Chern number ν = 0 only appears when the coupling on the edges of the triangles is large enough compared with the coupling on the other bonds connecting the triangles 37 . The exact reason why there is no quantum phase transition on wineglass lattice as opposed to star lattice is an interesting subject for future study but here we can have some conjectures. Specifically the star lattice is made of triangle plaquettes and twelve-edge plaquettes, while the wineglass lattice in our model is made of triangle plaquettes and nine-edge plaquettes. The topological properties and time-reversal symmetry breaking results from the plaquettes with odd number of edges; therefore in the star lattice there may be a competation of phases resulting from coexistance of plaquettes with odd and even number of edges. On the contrary, there is no such competation in the wineglass lattice, hence no quantum phase transition. One has to consider other types of models of this kind on various kinds of lattices to confirm this conjecture.
The model remains exactly solvable when the coupling constants on each bond is different from each other. Specifically, without breaking the lattice symmetry one can have different coupling constants in a unit cell, such as J 1,x , J 1,y and J 1,z on the triangle bonds and J 2,x , J 2,y and J 2,z on the star bonds. As the Kitaev model itself, there may be different phases associated with different relative values of these coupling constants, and also different kinds of excitations 16 . Explorations in this di- rection is left for future study. Finally, one of the key problems is to find the model in real materials. The seminal work by Jackeli and Khaliullin 72 has shed lights on the materials that host the Kitaev model. It would be interesting to find out if there is any materials that host the model in this paper.
Although the positions of the Z 2 gauge fields are on the diamond effective lattice, here we label them by the original honeycomb lattice sites that it corresponds to. The corresponding τ x fields can be defined in the following way. As shown in Fig. 5 , we first pick up a direction on the lattice along e 1 or −e 1 (as denoted by the arrow in Fig. 5 ). For the specific x-bond ij on the honeycomb lattice (for example bond 56 ), starting from the next z-bond along the chosen direction, we can obtain a zigzag z-bond-x-bond chain (chain 6 − 7 − 8 − 9 − · · · ). For the finite size lattice, period boundary conditions make all the z-bond-x-bond chains loops; specifically in Fig. 5 , there are ten sites on the loop.
We then pick up a reference point on the chain (or loop for finite size systems), it has to be an end of a x-bond along the zig-zag chain (for example a reference point can be point 2 in Fig. 5 ). Therefore for each x-bond ij , we obtain a specific z−x−z−x−· · ·−z−x chain ending with the reference point, called chain ij . The chain always includes odd number of lattice site (for bond 56 , the chain is 6 − 7 − 8 − 9 − 10 − 1 − 2). Then we define the τ x field on bond ij as
It can be shown that the τ x operators defined in this way satisfies {τ 2 = 1. It can also be shown that they are independent from other Z 2 gauge fields.
Using the same procedure, one can define the τ x operators in the wineglass lattice for the Z 2 Gauss law (13) in Sec. II. This is how Eq. 13 is obtained from Eq. 10.
